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into a major global market, attracting interest from owners of real estate assets and sponsors, as well as REIT investors.
What gives Singapore its name as ‘Asia’s largest global REIT platform’? One reason is the wide diversity of asset portfolios, across
both international borders and asset types. Another is that the Singapore market meets the requirements of many fund managers
ERHS[RIVWSJVIEPIWXEXIEWWIXWXSFIRIXJVSQXLIVMWMRKZEPYISJXLIMVEWWIXW[LMPIWXMPPIEVRMRKVIKYPEVMRGSQIJVSQXLIQ-XMWEPWS
EZMFVERXGLERRIPJSVWIGSRHEV]JYRHVEMWMRKEGXMZMXMIWXSRERGIJYVXLIVI\TERWMSRSJTSVXJSPMSEWWIXW
REITs and Property Trusts (S-REITs) make up a large part of Singapore’s stock market. Collectively, they represented 12 percent of the
stock market’s total capitalization as at the end of May 2020 and generated an average distribution yield of 7.2 percent.21
As at July 16, 2020 there had been 54 S-REIT IPOs, raising approximately US$18 billion (S$25 billion) in new funds and with a
combined total initial portfolio value of over US$49 billion (S$68 billion). Through mergers, acquisitions and de-listings, Singapore
now has 44 listed S-REITs with a market capitalization of about US$74 billion (S$103 billion) and a total asset portfolio value of more
than US$119 billion (S$166 billion).
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The total worldwide market capitalization
of REITs has increased substantially, and
stands at around US$1.7 trillion today.22
8LI%WME4EGMGQEVOIXWLEZIGSRXVMFYXIH
to this rapid growth. According to Savills,
Japan has the largest REIT market in
%WME4EGMG 6)-8W[MXLEXSXEPQEVOIX
capitalization of US$147.2 billion), followed
by Australia and then Singapore.23
However, compared to Singapore, REITs
in Japan (the second largest market after
XLI97 ERH%YWXVEPMESͷIVPMQMXIHGLSMGIW
to investors, because they hold largely
domestic-based assets and fewer real
estate asset classes.
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Japan REITs still hold few overseas
investments. Japan revised its laws and
regulations in 2013, removing restrictions
on ownership by J-REITs of overseas real
estate holding companies; but so far, only
three J-REITs have acquired overseas real
estate/property investments.24
Investors also have limited choices with
Australian REITs. “The top eight stocks
account for almost 80 percent of the
sector’s total market cap of A$143 billion
(US$98 billion). Anyone who invests on the
%7<%6)-8MRHI\MWMRIͷIGXMRZIWXMRK
in the top eight stocks.”25
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COVID-19 has accelerated digital transformation
WMKRMGERXP]*SVGIHMRXSXLIRI[RSVQEPSJ
telecommuting and e-commerce for safety and survival,
businesses realize the gravity of possessing high quality
and stable digital infrastructure. These S-REITs have
simply assimilated that fact earlier and are leading the
pack in post-pandemic recovery.
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In contrast, Singapore’s REIT market has evolved from one
that consisted predominantly of local-based assets, into one
with assets that are both globally and sectorally diverse.
+ISKVETLMGEPHMZIVWMX]
8LIMRMXMEPEWWIXWSJWM\SJXLIVWXWIZIR
S-REITs that listed on the Singapore
Exchange (SGX) between 2002 and 2005
were all local-based. For domestic investors
who were new to the idea of REITs, local
assets were perhaps the most familiar and
safe investments at the time, and the market
provided them with what they wanted.
Appetites have changed however: none of
the 18 S-REITs listed since 2014 had a fully
local asset portfolio (Figure 1).

Over time, S-REITs comprising only foreign
assets have listed on the Singapore market.
Initially the market attracted REITs with
assets ‘closer to home’, in Asian countries
like China, Indonesia, India and Japan. In
recent years, Singapore has also attracted
S-REITs with assets in Western countries.
Since 2014, six U.S.-based, four China
-based, three Europe-based, and one
Australia-based S-REITs listed on SGX: in
2019, there were three listings of S-REITs
with 100 percent U.S.-based assets within
the space of just three months.

Today, 39 of Singapore’s 44 S-REITs own
EXPIEWXWSQISͷWLSVIEWWIXWEGVSWW%WME
4EGMG7SYXL%WME%QIVMGEERH)YVSTI
Although 19 of the 44 had fully local-based
assets in their initial portfolios, 13 of these
LEZIWMRGIHMZIVWMIHERHEGUYMVIHJSVIMKR
assets. This trend is likely to continue.

*MKYVIS-REITs: initial IPO portfolio assets over the years, by IPO count26
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REITs have also been acquiring nontraditional types of real estate assets, in
addition to traditional assets in the retail,
industrial, hospitality and commercial
property segments.
The inclusion of non-traditional asset
types is likely to continue to grow in future.
For example, the two S-REITs listed this
year are (i) a pure U.K.-based commercial
property REIT, owning properties that are
more than 99 percent leased to the U.K.
government’s Department of Work and
Pensions; and (ii) a U.S. grocery anchored
and necessity-based retail and self-storage
properties REIT.

*MKYVIS-REITs: initial IPO portfolio asset types, by IPO count27
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'SQQIVGMEPVIJIVWXSSͺGITVSTIVXMIW[MXL[MXLSYXVIXEMPWTEGISXLIVWVIJIVXSXLIX[SQSWXVIGIRX76)-8W
listed as at July 16, 2020 with properties based in the U.K. and U.S.
7SYVGI(IPSMXXIVIWIEVGL6IWTIGXMZI-43TVSWTIGXYWIW
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;LEXMWMXXLEX7MRKETSVIGERSͷIVXSEWWIXS[RIVWERHJYRHQEREKIVW#
6IEPM^MRKGETMXEPKEMRWERHMRGVIEWMRK
EWWIXWYRHIVQEREKIQIRX %91
S-REITs are externally managed by a REIT
manager. This is usually the sponsor
group that puts owned or managed
properties into the S-REIT’s initial portfolio,
ERHFIRIXWJVSQVIGYVVMRKJIIWWYGL
as management fees (both base and
performance fees), and acquisition and
divestment fees.
There are two types of S-REIT sponsors –
(1) asset owners looking to ‘cash in’ by
transferring title to ownership of their real
estate assets to their REITs, and
(2) sponsors (fund managers) that
persuade external asset owners to sell
assets to the REITs the sponsor manages.
Both types of sponsors pursue an
‘asset-light’ strategy, yet seek to maintain
and/or grow their assets
under management (AUM).
9RPSGOEWWIXZEPYIWEXJEMV
QEVOIXZEPYEXMSR
Another attraction of S-REITs for
asset owners is that, based on market
observations, they are often able to sell
their properties to a REIT at or near market
ZEPYEXMSR[MXLSYXWMKRMGERXHMWGSYRX
*SVZISJXLIRMRIQSWXVIGIRXP]PMWXIH
S-REITs, the purchase consideration came
within the range of two independent
market valuations. For the other four, the
purchase consideration was agreed at a
slight discount of less than 10 percent to
market valuation.
*EGXSVWXLEXQE]EͷIGXTVMGIRIKSXMEXMSRW
include the market’s perception of the
value of the assets based on their
location, as well as quality and reputation
of the sponsor.
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%GGIWWXSEPEVKITSSPSJ
MRXIVREXMSREPJYRHW
According to SGX, the Singapore stock
market has in total US$2.3 trillion
(S$3.3 trillion) of AUM, with 78 percent of
the money originating from global investors
around the world, and 83 percent invested
in overseas assets: this demonstrates
Singapore’s ready access to international
capital. With a pool of money looking for
investment opportunities, high-yielding
REITs are on top of the list.
The growing and active international
investor base supports Singapore’s vibrant
secondary fundraising market, enabling
6)-8WTSRWSVWXSSFXEMRRERGMRKXS
increase the size of their portfolio. Size
confers reputation and status.
S-REITs have grown in size largely through
acquisitions and mergers. It was reported
that S-REITs spent US$16.9 billion
(S$23.1 billion) on asset purchases
in 2019, three times the previous peak
achieved in 2014.28
%GUYMWMXMSRWEVIGSQQSRP]RERGIH
through secondary fundraising activities,
such as placements and rights issues. SGX
reported that in 2019, 19 S-REITs raised
US$3.9 billion (S$5.22 billion) in placements
and US$1.8 billion (S$2.44 billion) in rights
issues, representing 88 percent and 84
percent respectively of these fundraising
activities on SGX in the year.29 In total, this
was an 85 percent increase over 2018 and
the largest amount raised in any of the past
ten years since 2010.
Mergers are creating larger S-REITs. They
are a way for REITs to create a larger
asset portfolio, strengthen their market
position and diversify risks, bolstering
reputation, market presence, and capacity
to procure additional funding. Extracting
these synergies make headway for future
opportunities.

Since 2018, there has been four successful
mergers of REITs. More recently, two
other mergers have been proposed,
one of which would create the largest
76)-8ERH%WME4EGMG̽WXLMVHPEVKIWX[MXL
a combined property value of US$17 billion
(S$22.9 billion).30
8E\IͺGMIRG]
Another feature that may appeal to REIT
sponsors is the simplicity and clarity
of Singapore’s tax framework and its
exemptions for REITs.
As a general rule, S-REITs enjoy tax
XVERWTEVIRG]SRWTIGMIHMRGSQIJVSQ
Singapore properties if their trustees
distribute at least 90 percent of their
XE\EFPIWTIGMIHMRGSQIXSYRMXLSPHIVW
in the same year in which the income is
earned by the S-REITs, subject to meeting
qualifying conditions. Tax exemptions also
apply to qualifying foreign-sourced income
derived from overseas properties and
received by S-REITs or their wholly-owned
Singapore resident subsidiaries.
With tax planning, structuring and
QIXLSHSPSK]XLIXE\EͷEMVWSJFSXL
REITs investors and sponsors can also be
QEREKIHIͺGMIRXP]
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2020 has been a trying year for the world.
Large parts of global economic activity are
disrupted by the COVID-19 pandemic, and
at certain periods even halted. Naturally,
the global REITs market was not spared,
as evident in the FTSE EPRA Nareit Global
Index dropping 21.00% year-to-date
(as of July 24, 2020) in total return. Phillip
Securities Research (Singapore) also
reported a 40 percent average decline in
S-REITs’ prices between end February 2020
and end March 2020 (when Singapore
banned all short-term visitors), at the peak
SJQEVOIXWIPPSͷMR7MRKETSVI31
In spite of these uncertainties, Singapore
recognizes the cruciality of REITs to its
market, and the Singapore government
announced several measures in support
of S-REITs. Regulatory bodies extended
XLIHIEHPMRIJSVHMWXVMFYXMSRSJRERGMEP

year 2020’s taxable income to help S-REITs
QEREKIXLIMVGEWLS[W[LMPIVEMWMRK
leverage limit to allow them to raise more
funds. Given time and with the right
support, S-REITs can recover and continue
to thrive.

e-commerce for safety and survival,
businesses realize the gravity of
possessing high quality and stable digital
infrastructure. These S-REITs have simply
assimilated that fact earlier and are leading
the pack in post-pandemic recovery.

In fact, some players in the industrial and
the up-and-coming data center sectors
have already shown promising progress.
Taking advantage of higher leverage limits
and lower interest rates, an environment
conducive for REITs to seek out “good
deals”, two S-REITs have acquired logistics
assets in Australia while two others
announced substantial stakes in data
center assets in Europe and the U.S.

In such times of crisis, it is crucial for
REITs to build earnings resilience. Global
diversity and the ability to adapt continually
to market circumstances and investor
demands have been vital to the evolution
of Singapore’s REIT market so far. Looking
ahead, it seems like this path will continue
to guide S-REITs to reshape their asset
portfolios to cater to the evolving needs
of tenants and reduce dependency on
a single market or sector, cementing
Singapore’s reputation as one of the
leading REITs hubs in the world.

COVID-19 has accelerated digital
XVERWJSVQEXMSRWMKRMGERXP]*SVGIHMRXS
the new normal of telecommuting and
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